LEADERSHIPMASTERMINDS

Guides: Homa Tavangar and Will Richardson

AAIE is prototyping a new concept for leadership learning this year by offering
Masterminds for International School Leaders starting in March 2020. We want
to continue learning together beyond the NYC 2020 CONVERSATION.
A Mastermind runs like a hybrid group coaching and leadership development
community. You are invited to one of three groups, to take place during times
convenient for three different time zones.
By joining a cohort you can expect to:
~ Break the isolation you might experience in your role by committing to
regular monthly meetings and ongoing backchannel conversations with
other international school leaders
~ Set goals, brainstorm and test ideas, and get feedback and support in a
safe, trusting environment.
~ Build accountability to keep moving forward on your innovation and
change plans, while gaining tools to confront obstacles
~ Engage in an active learning and self-improvement process through
conversations around articles, books, podcasts and other media from
various fields.

COHORTDETAILS
HOW A MASTERMIND SESSION WORKS
Each month the cohort joins a one-hour call, typically built around three sections:
1) Check-ins to share wins, offer accountability. 2) Discussion around a reading or resource
and key take-aways. 3) “Hot Seat” sessions where a member gives the group context of a
current challenge and the group offers tips, experiences, and help thinking it through.
Cohorts will run in three different time zones. You can choose one that works for you.
7 pm in New York, NY (7 pm US ET)
7 pm in Shanghai, China (6 am US ET)
7 pm in Athens, Greece (12 pm US ET)
Cohorts meet once a month for 1 hour from March- June, August- January.
Groups will be capped at 12 members in each cohort.
Meetings will take place in Zoom and Slack will be used in-between meetings for
essential and important leadership conversations where your colleagues bring
substance to your leadership life.
Cost per person for this first round of 10 sessions is $300 to confirm your commitment.
To learn more, or to sign up, CONTACT INFO HERE

